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1 Introduction 
 

Mobile applications or “apps” are designed to run on Smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices. 
Over the past 5 years demand for apps has grown hugely along with the platforms and technology they 
run on [1]. Some of the biggest market players such as Google Android and the Play store, and Apple 
iPhone and the App Store have paved the way for the app to become an integral part of our lives.  

As mobile apps have grown hugely in popularity they have become an increasing attack vector for 
hackers and malicious users [3]. For this reason it is important that security play a bigger role in the 
development of these apps. Mobile apps fall into three general categories; Native, Web App and a 
hybrid of the two. Native apps are platform specific developed in the platforms machine language. Web 
apps are cross platform and developed using web languages such as HTML5 and CSS [4]. For this reason 
mobile web applications draw many similarities to web applications. Both Native and Web Apps have 
advantages and disadvantages as well as similar and differing vulnerabilities inherent to the method of 
development [5].  

In this thesis mobile apps will be reviewed from a security perspective using the Open Web Application 
Security Project (OWASP) “Top 10 Mobile Application Security Risks” report as a guideline [6]. The 
OWASP is an open-source web project involving corporations, educational organisations, and individuals 
from around the world. These reports are designed to help developers and security teams by giving 
them the resources they need to build and maintain secure applications while reducing the likelihood of 
attack and exploitation. The OWASP – Mobile App Top 10 Risks [7] was heavily influenced by the OWASP 
– Web Application security Top 10 Risks [8] report and the two contain many of the same risk factors. 

The current Top 10 mobile risks list is currently in review and may change before v1.0 is officially 
finalised and released. This thesis will examine the current list; “Top 10 Mobile Risks - Re-Release 
Candidate 2014 v1.0”  

The current OWASP release identifies the following risks [7]: 
 

OWASP – Mobile application security risks 

 

 M1: Weak Server Side Controls 

 M2: Insecure Data Storage 

 M3: Insufficient Transport Layer Protection 

 M4: Unintended Data Leakage 

 M5: Poor Authorization and Authentication 

 M6: Broken Cryptography 

 M7: Client Side Injection 

 M8: Security Decisions Via Untrusted Inputs 

 M9: Improper Session Handling 

 M10: Lack of Binary Protections 
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1.1 Purpose and objectives  

The purpose of this thesis is to review mobile applications from a security perspective and to assess the 
most common security risks to these apps. This thesis will examine the OWASP – Mobile App Top 10 
Risks to see how they impact mobile apps. Experimentation will be used to examine the vulnerabilities 
and how they occur. From this, conclusions will be drawn and recommendations to mitigate or reduce 
the risk will be presented. It is hoped that the work presented in this thesis will be used in addition to 
the ongoing work of OWASP. The current state of the OWASP mobile project has left many gaps in the 
information on many of the risks. The information in this thesis may help to fill some of those gaps.  

 

1.2 Intended Audience  

This thesis is largely intended for mobile application developers but also testers and security teams to 
increase awareness and understanding of mobile app vulnerabilities and mitigation. 

 

1.3 Research Question  

How can the risks specified in the OWASP - Top 10 Mobile Risks be exploited in mobile applications and 
what measures can be taken to mitigate these risks? 

 

1.4 Scope  

The Android platform will be used for a testing environment and vulnerable test apps from the 
GoatDroid Project will be used to simulate the vulnerable app. Client side, server side, storage and 
communication security vulnerabilities will be examined using the OWASP – Top 10 Mobile Security 
Risks list. The list contains the following ten risks. For the purpose of this report we will be examining six 
of the ten risks, highlighted below: 
 
 

 M1: Weak Server Side Controls 

 M2: Insecure Data Storage 

 M3: Insufficient Transport Layer Protection 

 M4: Unintended Data Leakage 

 M5: Poor Authorization and Authentication 

 M6: Broken Cryptography 

 M7: Client Side Injection 

 M8: Security Decisions Via Untrusted Inputs 

 M9: Improper Session Handling 

 M10: Lack of Binary Protections 
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The scope of this report is limited to these six risks i.e. M2,M3,M5,M6,M9 and M10 to allow enough 
time to investigate them thoroughly rather than review all risks in less detail. M1: Weak Server Side 
Control will not be examined as the risk is very broad and is not focused on mobile specifically. The risk 
focuses on the server side and is covered by the OWASP Top 10 Web Security Risks list in more detail 
than the Mobile Top 10 Risks list.  
 

 

1.5 Methodology  

This thesis is based on experimental research. Each of the six risks will be examined using simulated 
attacks on a vulnerable test app designed for security testing. An attack scenario will be devised based 
on the information published by OWASP on each of the six risks. An attack will be performed based on 
this information and the outcome will be presented. Many attacks are based on simple vulnerabilities 
that can be exploited by an attacker. From the results conclusions will be drawn and recommendation 
on mitigating the risks will be presented.   
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2 Theoretical Framework 
 

2.1 Android Operating System 
 

Android was initially developed by Android Inc and was financially backed and later bought by Google. 

Android is based on the Linux Kernel and is primarily designed for touch screen devices [8].  

There are four layers to the android platform: 

 Applications 

 Application Framework 

 Libraries 

 Linux Kernel 

 

2.1.1  Applications 
Android now has the largest number of apps available of any platform with over one millions app and 

over 50 billion downloads [9]. The Android platform is now the dominating mobile platform holding 

52.1% followed closely by Apple with 41% of the market share [10].  

Applications extend the functionality of devices and are developed primarily in the Java programming 

language using the Android software development kit (SDK) [11]. Android applications are distributed as 

Android Package files (APK) on the Google Play Store. An APK is a type of archive based on the JAR 

format and it contains all the application code, resources, certificates, and manifest files [12].  

Android applications are made up of four core components: activity, service, broadcast receivers and 

content providers. An Activity is the onscreen component which the user will be interacting with e.g. dial 

screen. Services are long-running operations which can run in the background without the user’s input 

[13]. The broadcast receiver receives communications (intents) from other applications or services in the 

android system [14]. The content provider is used to share data between multiple apps and is optional 

depending on the type of app [15].  

 

2.1.2  Application Framework 

The android framework is a set of APIs that allow a developer to quickly write apps for the Android OS. It 

consists of tools, graphics, icons, phone controls, media, services, broadcast receivers etc. The 

framework also consists of java classes which can be found in the SDK. An example of a class would be 

the Location Manager class which defines location based services on the device.  

 

http://www.openhandsetalliance.com/android_overview.html
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2.1.3  Libraries 

Libraries are added to the application by the developer. There are many useful open source libraries 

freely available and they include SSL encryption mechanisms, database components and other useful 

features which developers can reuse.   

 

2.1.4  Linux Kernel 

Here is a graphical view of the platform [16]: 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Android Platform 
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2.1.5  Open Web Application Security Project – OWASP 

 

OWASP is a non-profit community based project which creates articles, methodologies, documentation, 

tools and technologies for the promotion of secure coding practices. The organisation was founded in 

2001 and has become an emerging standards body with its publication of the OWASP – Application 

Security Verification Standard in 2008. The Mobile Application Security Project was launched in 2010 

and at the time of writing this thesis was still under development. The top 10 mobile application security 

risks v1.0 was re-released and is currently in the review process and may be subject to change before 

being finalised. It is available through the OWASP website: 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Mobile_Security_Project#tab=Top_Ten_Mobile_Risks 

 

  

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Mobile_Security_Project#tab=Top_Ten_Mobile_Risks
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2.1.6  OWASP – Mobile Top 10 Mobile Risks Re-Release Candidate 2014 

v1.0  

 

 

Figure 2.2: OWASP Mobile Top 10 Risks1  

 

Risk Client Network Server 

M1 – Weak Server Side Controls    

M2 – Insecure Data Storage    

M3 – Insufficient Transport Layer Protection    

M4 – Unintended Data Leakage    

M5 – Poor Authorization and Authentication    

M6 – Broken Cryptography    

M7 – Client Side Injection    

M8 – Security Decisions via Untrusted Inputs    

M9 – Improper Session Handling    

M10 – Lack of Binary Protection    

 

Table 2.1: Risks categorized by effected area 

 

1 Image source: https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Mobile_Security_Project 
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3 Experimental Test Case 
 

3.1 Testing Environment 
 

3.1.1  Testing System 

The operating system and software were run within a virtual environment. This provided the ability to 

save “virtual states” allowing the test machine to revert to an earlier configuration in the event of an 

irreversible complication occurring during testing. The underlying hardware infrastructure was a Mac 

Mini (Late 2012 edition) running Mountain Lion. This machine was chosen simply because it was 

portable, energy efficient and had ample resources to perform the tests and run the resource 

demanding Android Virtual Device (AVD) Emulator.  

 Mac Mini 2012 

 VMware Fusion 5 

 Operating System: Windows 8, 64-bit (Virtual Machine) 

 CPU: Intel i7 

 Ram: 16GB 

 60GB HDD 

 

3.1.2  Emulated Mobile Environment 

Instructions on the setup of the AVD are provided in Appendix 1. The AVD simulated the mobile device. 

The current version of Android is 4.4.3 but version 2.3.3 was used for the testing environment. This 

version was used for two reasons. i) It is still widely used on a large percentage of legacy Android 

devices. ii) During setup and testing of the GoatDroid Project. An issue arose while attempting to run the 

Herd Financial testing app on the latest version of Android. The problem was not documented on the 

project website but was solved by rolling back to the older Android 2.3.3. These are the setting for the 

AVD: 

 Name: “Test Device” 

 Target: Android 2.3.3 – API Level 10 

 Keyboard: Check “Hardware keyboard present” 

 Skin: “Skin with dynamic hardware controls” 

 RAM: 768 

 VM Heap: 16 

 Internal Storage: 200 

 SD Card: 100 
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3.1.3  Testing Software 

Various tools were used during the testing process. These are all freely available over the internet and 

designed for mobile and web app security testing as well as other functions. See Appendices for 

download and installation instructions.  

 Burp Suite Free v1.5 – PortSwigger Burp Suite is security testing software which allows the user 

to examine various aspects of application security and is an excellent tool for security testing. 

For the experiments only the proxy and packet inspection features of the software were used.  

 Dex2Jar – Decompiles Android apps into Jar files making it easier to examine the code of an app.  

 APKTool – Decompiles the Android app file and is used in conjunction with Dex2Jar 

 7 ZIP – Compression software used to decompress a packaged Android app.  
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3.2 M2: Insecure Data Storage 
 

This risk occurs on the phone as a result of insecure storage of data with-in the phone’s memory stores. 

Developers may presume that the user has no access to these internal memory stores but an attacker 

can attach the phone to a computer and use software to retrieve data and/or sensitive personal 

information including  usernames, passwords, authentication tokens, etc. The device also becomes 

vulnerable to this type of attack if the device has been “rooted”. Rooting gives the Android user 

privileged access to the device’s subsystems which leaves the device vulnerable to attack. 

 

3.2.1  Scenario 

This attack was first proposed by test2break.in [17] in September 2013 as a way of extracting data from 

Android apps. The attack was modified for this test case and test environment.  

The FourGoats app gives the user the option to remember their credentials by selecting “Remember 

Me” so that they do not have to enter their details into the “Username” and “Password” fields each time 

they login. In order to remember the credentials, the app stores them on the device memory. Android 

provides several ways of storing data locally on a device and in this case a light-weight SQLite database 

was used.  

The FourGoats app failed to secure sensitive data using cryptography and so the data was stored in 

plaintext. The memory space where the data was stored is inaccessible to a normal user but not to an 

attacker with knowledge of the system. This test case demonstrates how the memory space can be 

accessed and how sensitive data can be stolen.  In order for an attacker to be able to perform this attack 

they must have physical access to the device. 

 

3.2.2  Inputs 

 FourGoats apk – When the user selects the “Remember Me” option on the app, their 

credentials are stored locally for future logins.  

 Userinfo.db - The local database file used by FourGoats to store user credentials.  

 

3.2.3  Expected 
When the user selects “Remember Me” their credentials are not stored locally in a database file, instead 

a secure session token should be used. The database should be inaccessible to the user and the attacker. 

Only the app should be able to access the data. Any sensitive data stored locally should be encrypted 

and passwords hashed.  
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3.2.4  Implementation 

To locate the database the FourGoats app must be located inside the device. Open the Android Debug 

Monitor here:  

C:\[Android SDK directory]\android-sdk\tool\monitor.bat 

Find the FourGoats app running on the left pane. Select it and open the “File Explorer” tab on the right 

pane. Navigate to the FourGoats directory:  

 “data/data/org.owasp.goatdroid.fourgoats” 

To access the database we must use the Android Shell. Open a command prompt and type “adb shell”. 

Assume the role of the FourGoats app developer by typing the “run-as” command followed by the name 

of the app which we found earlier using the Android Debug Monitor. Once done, list all files and folders 

inside the FourGoats folder using the “ls” command: 

 adb shell 

 run-as org.owasp.goatdroid.fourgoats 

 ls 

 

This will reveal the folder containing the database. Navigate to this folder and use “ls” to list its 

contents: 

 cd database 

 ls 

Copy the database file “userinfo.db” to the SDcard. The SD card is a public space and is accessible to the 

user. Once the file is on the SD card it can be copied to a folder on the test machine using the “pull” 

command: 

 cat userinfo.db>/sdcard/userinfo.db 

  “adb pull /sdcard/userinfo.db C:/data” 

From here the file can be opened using the SQLite file reader. 

 

3.2.5  Results 

Using the Android command line the local user database used by the FourGoats application was pulled 

from the device. The FourGoats app stored user credentials to allow of persistent logins when the 

“Remember Me” option was selected. The credentials were stored unencrypted on the device memory 

space which could be easily accessed by anyone with physical access to the phone.  
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3.3 M3: Insufficient Transport Layer Protection 
 

This risk appears due to the lack of security of data in transit and poor setup of SSL certificates. This risk 

leaves data exposed to eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks and malware on the phone. 

While many apps apply SSL security during the authentication process they often fail to apply it to other 

communication channels leaving data exposed while in transit. The poor setup of SSL certification and 

use of weak SSL cipher strength increases the risk of the user being exposed to account hi-jacking. In 

some cases apps are designed to fail-over to unencrypted HTTP channels in the event of encountering 

an untrusted HTTPS certificate or a problem trying to reach the HTTPS server. 

 

3.3.1  Scenario 

Many applications fail to enforce proper encryption or any encryption of data in transit over a network 

making it easy for an attacker to capture and analyse data. Such flaws in the application may expose 

user account credentials and thus leave their personal account details vulnerable to Man-In-The-Middle 

(MITM) attacks. To demonstrate this attack the GoatDroid FourGoats app was used. The app requires 

the user to login using their username and password this will be sent over the network.  

To simulate the attacker capturing traffic an application called “Portswigger - Burp Suite” was used. Burp 

Suite allows the attacker to capture packets and even alter them in transit. For this test an 

authenticating packet was captured.  The packet contained the users unencrypted account 

authentication details. 

 

3.3.2  Inputs 

 FourGoats app 

 Burp Proxy v1.5 – Burp Proxy intercepts packets sent to and from the app. 

 

3.3.3  Expected 

Authentication information should always be sent over secure channels and the information being sent 

should be encrypted to prevent loss of confidentiality. In the event of an issue with SSL certificates the 

app should not attempt to authorize with the users credentials until the connection is secure.  

 

3.3.4  Implementation 

In order to capture packets for inspection Burp Suite needed to be running in the background. The AVD 

was configured to use Burp Suite as a proxy so all traffic passing through could be inspected. This 

simulated an attacker intercepting traffic on a network. This is similar to how an attacker would 
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eavesdrop on traffic in a public network such as a coffee shop. See Appendix 2 for Burp Suite setup 

instructions.  

Launch Portswigger – Burp Suite.  

Launch FourGoats app. Enter login details and submit. 

 Username: “goatdroid” 

 Password: “goatdroid” 

 

The app attempted to authenticate the user by sending a POST packet with the user’s credentials. This 

was intercepted by Burp Suite before it was allowed to proceed to the FourGoats server. To view the 

authentication packet use Burp Suite. In the “Intercepts” tab intercepted packets are displayed. Inside 

the authentication packet the Username and Password was displayed in plaintext.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Captured Authentication Packet 

 

3.3.5  Results 

The packet was sent despite the connection being insecure. The user’s credentials were sent in plaintext 

allowing anyone eavesdropping on network traffic to view these details. The app does not protect data 

in transit and as a result it is not difficult for an attacker to capture the user’s credentials.   
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3.4 M5: Poor Authorization and Authentication 
 

M5 is concerned with the risks posed by the poor handling of Authentication and Authorisation 

processes within the app. Some apps rely on immutable information such as hardware identifiers (e.g. 

IMEI, UUID) which are easily compromised. This is a risk which affects web and mobile applications alike 

and mobile systems offer no additional improvements on their web counterparts. Poor authentication 

practices in web application were highlighted in 2010 with the release of a Firefox plug-in called 

Firesheep which allowed users to hi-jack active session information being transmitted over a network 

for sites such as Twitter and Facebook. This method of attack can be countered with secure 

authentication and authorisation processes such as the encryption of session information and SSL 

certification. This risk covers a broad range of security vulnerabilities in app development.  

 

3.4.1  Scenario 

The Herd Financial app uses the device hardware ID to authenticate an existing user when logging in. 

The app assumed that once the device ID was registered it did not have to reauthenticate the device. 

This method for authentication was insecure as hardware ID information persists even after a system 

wipe. In the event of a device being stolen the user would have little protection against a malicious user 

accessing their account. The device ID was also transmitted in clear text to the server and could be 

captured by an attacker eavesdropping on traffic. The attacker could then spoof the ID to gain 

unauthorized access to that account. 

 

3.4.2  Inputs 

 Herd Financial app 

 MainActivity.java 

 LoginRequest.java -  

 Constants.java – Error messages are defined in this file. 

 

3.4.3  Expected 

Before gaining access to an account the user must first register with the application. The app provides a 

registration screen which will employ security best practices and enforce strong password creation 

policies. The login screen will employ security controls to restrict brute force or guessing attacks on user 

accounts. Once logged in the user will be able to register their device ID with the application server to 

allow for persistent logins.  
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3.4.4  Implementation 

Before registering their device ID the user must create an account. The account creation process does 

not require the user to use a secure complex password. If the user does not use a complex password it 

will be easier for an attacker to guess or brute-force attack the password.  

Once the account is registered the user can login using their credentials in the apps login screen. The 

login screen has insecure features which make it easier for an attacker to learn information about user’s 

account credentials and even break into an account. The login screen uses descriptive error messages to 

tell the user which part of their login information is incorrect. 

Constants.java 

 
static final public String PASSWORDS_DONT_MATCH = "Password didn't match"; 

static final public String INVALID_USERNAME = "Invalid username"; 

 

 

When the user attempts to log in the app does not enforce restrictions on multiple failed login attempts. 

It is common practice on websites, servers and web apps to allow three failed attempts before locking 

the account or restricting user logins on that account for a period of time. This helps to prevent brute 

force and guessing attacks and greatly increase the length of time it would take to perform such an 

attack. 

The app allows the user to authenticate by device ID to allow for easier access to their account. The user 

can pick this option in the settings and the device ID will be transmitted and registered on the server 

side database. The ID is sent in clear text over the network and could be captured by a malicious user or 

by malware on the phone. If captured, the device ID could be used to gain unauthorized access to an 

account.  

 

3.4.5  Results 

The authentication process is very insecure and makes it relatively easy for an attacker to break into a 

user’s account. By authenticating using the user’s device ID alone an attacker need only listen in on 

network traffic to capture the device ID and use it to gain access to the users account. This is not a 

secure authentication method. 
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3.5 M6: Broken Cryptography 
 

There are various ways insecure cryptography can be used with-in a mobile app. One of the most 

common mistakes in cryptographic implementation is the use of custom encryption algorithms, using 

insecure algorithms, poor implementation of algorithms, and poor key management. These 

vulnerabilities are not exclusive to mobile apps and secure cryptography best practices can be applied to 

prevent them. 

 

3.5.1  Scenario 

The developer has chosen to obfuscate sensitive data using base64 encoding. The output appears 

unreadable to the user but the attacker managed to reverse the encoding process to reveal the plain 

text. This is a common mistake made by developers who think that encoding is the same as encryption. 

The encoded information may be used as a session token or other sensitive data.  

 

3.5.2  Inputs 

 Sample text 

 

3.5.3  Expected 
When a developer uses encoding to obfuscate a piece of data it is expected that an attacker will not be 

able to devise the plaintext from the encoded data. As we mentioned in the recommendations for M6 

encoding is not designed for the confidentiality of data and should not be used for this purpose.  

 

3.5.4  Implementation  

To demonstrate a bad cryptographic implementation we used some sample base64 encoded data: 

VGhlIGVhcmxpZXN0IGZvcm1zIG9mIHNlY3JldCB3cml0aW5nIHJlcXVpcmVkIGxpdHRsZS

Btb3JlIHRoYW4gd3JpdGluZyBpbXBsZW1lbnRzIHNpbmNlIG1vc3QgcGVvcGxlIGNvdWxk

IG5vdCByZWFkLiBNb3JlIGxpdGVyYWN5LCBvciBsaXRlcmF0ZSBvcHBvbmVudHMsIHJlcX

VpcmVkIGFjdHVhbCBjcnlwdG9ncmFwaHkuIFRoZSBtYWluIGNsYXNzaWNhbCBjaXBoZXIg

dHlwZXMgYXJlIHRyYW5zcG9zaXRpb24gY2lwaGVycywgd2hpY2ggcmVhcnJhbmdlIHRoZS

BvcmRlciBvZiBsZXR0ZXJzIGluIGEgbWVzc2FnZQ== 

 

This can then be decoded using a base64 encoder/decoder. 
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The earliest forms of secret writing required little more than writing 

implements since most people could not read. More literacy, or 

literate opponents, required actual cryptography. The main classical 

cipher types are transposition ciphers, which rearrange the order of 

letters in a message 

This is a simple demonstration of how obfuscation is not encryption, which is a common mistake made 

by developers.  

Other common mistakes in cryptography include poor key management where developers including the 

key within the binary either in plaintext or encrypted making it far easier for an attacker to break the 

cipher text. Developers may choose to implement their own encryption algorithm or adapt an existing 

algorithm in an attempt to secure data but this is widely discouraged as custom encryption is considered 

far easier to break than tried and tested methods.  

 

3.5.5  Results 

It is easy for an attacker to decode the text as encoding is not designed to protect the confidentiality of 

data rather it is designed to transform data into a different format to be used for a specific purpose by a 

different type of system e.g. transforming text into binary. Encryption is design to transform data into a 

format that is only reversible by an intended user or system using a key which is kept secure. 
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3.6 M9: Improper Session Handling 
 

This risk deals with insecure session handling in apps. This risk is related to M5 – Authentication and 

Authorisation as the poor handling of sessions leads to unauthorised access. The vulnerabilities come 

from the failure to invalidate session on the backend, absence of timeout limits in sessions, failure to 

rotate cookies and insecure token creation. The attacker can exploit this vulnerability by gaining physical 

access to the device or by capturing network traffic which can lead to session hi-jacking. Mobile apps are 

different to web app in that they allow much longer sessions times before requiring the user to login 

authenticate again.  We will discuss some of these issues here.  

 

3.6.1  Scenario 

The Herd Financial app demonstrates many security vulnerabilities in the authentication/authorisation 

processes and in handling of sessions. In M5 – poor authentication & authorisation we saw how the app 

can use device ID as a method of authenticating the user and how this method can be exploited by an 

attacker.  

There are several security issues in session handling which make it easier for an attacker to gain 

unauthorised access to a user’s account including exploiting unencrypted transmission of session data, 

the lack of security controls on sessions including session timeouts.  

 

3.6.2  Input 

 Herd Financial app 

 

3.6.3  Expected 

It is expected that Herd Financial will handle session correctly and securely. As it is a banking app, strict 

security controls should be placed on session as security is of the most importance. The app should 

apply guidelines for proper session managements including:  

 Practical session/Idle timeouts  

 Destroying sessions on logout  

 Protecting session identifiers  

 

3.6.5  Implementation  
The Herd Financial app transmitted session data and device identifier in clear text which could easily be 

captured and used by an attacker to hijack the users session. As mentioned in M5: Poor Authentication 
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and Authorization and M3: Insufficient Transport Layer Protection, the clear text transfer of session or 

authentication information can lead to session hi-jacking and account theft. An attacker need only be 

listening in on network traffic to obtain user credentials. The lack of protection undermines all other 

security controls implemented in the app development.   

The app failed to impose a practical lifespan for sessions. This makes it easier for an attacker who has 

compromised a user’s session information. It will give them more time to perform unauthorised actions 

before the session expires. For a financial app the session timeout should be low and the session should 

be destroyed when the user logs out of the app. These controls leave less room for an attacker to hi-jack 

an account if the session token is compromised. 

 

3.6.6  Results 

The app uses insecure methods for session handling. As discussed in M3 and M5, the insecure transfer 

of sensitive account information can lead to account theft or session hi-jacking. Proper security controls 

have not been put in place for the secure handling of session information and as a result all other 

security controls have been undermined.  
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3.7 M10: Lack of Binary Protections 
 

This risk is concerned with keeping apps secure and app code safe by hardening the apps .apk (Android 

Application Package) file and making it tamper proof. The app is considered at risk to this vulnerability if 

an attacker can decrypt and reverse engineer the app or modify it with the use of malware to perform a 

function it was not intended to perform.  It also exposes the app owner to intellectual property theft if 

code can be copied and recycled in a third party app.  

To understand how an app can be reverse engineered we must look at how an app is compiled first. 

Android apps start out as .java files and go through a compilation process to become .apk files. APK files 

are used to distribute and install application software for the android operating system. These file 

contain the application code, resources, assets, certificates and the manifest file. The packaging process 

goes as follows: 

.java    .class    .dex    .apk 

3.7.1  Scenario 

An attacker has managed to get a copy of the “OWASP GoatDroid- FourGoats Android App.apk” android 

application file. They then proceed to decompress and decompile the .apk in an effort to read the code 

and analyse it for vulnerabilities. The attack must follow a series of steps to decompress the file 

successfully. 

 

3.7.2  Inputs 

OWASP GoatDroid- FourGoats Android App.apk 

 

3.7.3  Expected 
It is expected that the app developer has taken all precautions possible to protect the .apk file from 

being decompiled. The attacker may be able to decompile the app but with a huge amount of effort on 

their part. The security controls put in place by the developer make it very difficult for an attacker to 

gain access to the app source code.  

 

3.7.4  Implementation 

In order to decompile the app we must reverse the process used to compile and compress. The .apk is 

compressed in the last stage of the process using zip compression. We can easily decompress it using a 

zip file reader such as 7z. Inside we see the following files and folders: 
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Step 1: Decompress the apk 

 

File Type Description 

META-INF 
 

Folder Contains  Manifest and 
Certificates and digests of the 
application 

Res 
 

Folder Contains resources not compiled 
into .arsc file. 

AndroidManifest.xml 
 

Extensible Mark-up Language file Additional manifest containing 
name, version, access rights, and 
additional files.  

classes.dex 
 

Dalvik Executable file Java classes compiled into one 
file.  

resources.arsc 
 

Android Resource File Precompiled resources 

Table 3.1: apk contents 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Decompressed apk file 

Step 2: Decompile the “.dex” file 

The “.dex” file contains the compiled java files of the application. In its current state it is not readable by 

humans. In order for the attacker to gain access to the code they must decompile this file. From here we 

extract the files to a folder on the test machine.  
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To decompile the .dex files we use decompiling software called dex2jar which is available for free on 

Google Code [18]. Copy the classes.dex file from the FourGoats apk folder into the dex2jar folder then 

launch the dex2jar application in the command prompt and decompile the .dex file with the following 

command.  

C:\[path to application]\dex2jar classes.dex 

The output will be a jar file called “classes_dex2jar.jar”. This is a compiled Java file which we can read 

using a Java decompiler.  

 

Step 3: Decompile the “.jar” file 

There are many free Java decompilers on the internet. For this demonstration JD Project was used. 

Launch the Java decompiler and open the newly create “classes_dex2jar.jar” file and the FourGoats 

classes are now readable. We can export them in the decompiler by clicking Open > Save All Sources and 

saving them to our test directory. Now we have extracted the application code but we still haven’t 

decoded the .xml files.  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Decompiled Java files 
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Step 4: Decode the XML files 

To decode the xml file we use an application called “apktool”. It is freely available online.  

Once apktool is installed place a copy of the “OWASP GoatDroid- FourGoats Android App.apk” file into 

the same directory. Open a command line and run the following commands: 

C:\[path to apktool folder]\apktool d “OWASP GoatDroid- FourGoats Android App.apk” 
 
The command output will look like this: 
 
 
C:\[path tp apktool]\apktool1.5.2> 
apktool d "OWASP GoatDroid- FourGoats Android App.apk" 
I: Baksmaling... 
I: Loading resource table... 
I: Loaded. 
I: Decoding AndroidManifest.xml with resources... 
I: Loading resource table from file: C:\Users\User\apktool\framework\1.apk 
I: Loaded. 
I: Regular manifest package... 
I: Decoding file-resources... 
I: Decoding values */* XMLs... 
I: Done. 
I: Copying assets and libs... 
 

 

The output from this process will be a folder “OWASP GoatDroid-FourGoats Android App” containing 

decompiled assets including decoded .xml files for the app. We can add these files to the already 

decompiled java source files and we have a complete picture of how the app was made.  

 

3.7.5  Results 

The attacker has managed to successfully decompile the app .apk file to reveal its source code and 

potentially expose the app to code theft or exploit discovery. One example of an exploit which an 

attacker may discover is a hard coded backdoor to bypass security and give the user access to the apps 

administrative area. This gives the attacker access to customer data. In order to discover this backdoor 

the attacker must simply follow this process of decompiling the app and analysing the source code.  

During development programmers routinely create backdoors in software to allow them easier access 

and to bypass security. While most of these are closed before the app is released to the public, 

sometimes either by accident or intentionally, backdoors are left in the code [20]. In the FourGoats 

application a backdoor has been placed in the login code. If the attacker manages to decompile the app 

and can read the code, they may find this backdoor into the system. This backdoor gives the user 
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administrative privileges and the ability to manage the accounts of other users.  Here is the backdoor 

code from the FourGoats app. 

 

LoginActivity.java 

if (userName.equals("customerservice")  && 

password.equals("Acc0uNTM@n@g3mEnT")) userInfo.put("isAdmin", "true"); 

Username: customerservice 
Password: Acc0uNTM@n@g3mEnT 
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4 Discussion 
 

In this report we have compared the Android apps to the OWASP Top 10 Mobile Security Risk 2014. We 

have examined certain aspects of the top 10 to demonstrate and understand how attacks are made and 

how vulnerabilities arise. By using the GoatDroid project we have demonstrated just how insecure apps 

can become if security best practices are not followed. This report is not a reflection of the Android 

platform security or insecurity but is simply a guide to help developers better understand that if an app 

is not coded with security in mind and best practices are not followed an app will be inherently 

vulnerable and a user’s data may be at risk.  

The current release of OWASP Mobile Security Project is V1.0 pre-release candidate 2014 and may 

change in the near future. There are many gaps in the supporting information in some risk categories 

and these are expected to be updated later this year. This is an on-going community based project and it 

is hope that the community will continue to give valuable input which will shape the list before and after 

its official release.  

In this section we examine the results from the test cases and provide recommendations on how these 

risks can be avoided. We will be analysing the results and how developers can avoid these threats. The 

results and recommendations are based on the experiments conducted in the test cases. Each test case 

is bases the corresponding risk in the OWASP Mobile Security Project Top 10 list.  
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4.1 M2 - Insecure Data Storage 
Sensitive information may include passwords, credit card details, personal sensitive data and device 

hardware information. Sensitive data is stored in different ways on an Android device and steps can be 

taken to ensure this information remains secure. We saw the insecure storage of information in the test 

case as data including passwords were stored unencrypted on the local device. It is a relatively easy task 

for an attacker to capture the local database and obtain the users credentials. The following is a list of 

recommendation concerning the insecure storage of data on an android system.  

 

4.1.1  Databases 

Some apps store information locally in databases. In the demonstration we showed how the FourGoats 

app stored information in a SQLite database in plaintext making it easier for an attacker to gain access to 

the user’s passwords. It is recommended that the user’s credentials not be stored locally on the device 

or in the device’s external storage and the app should avoid sending the user’s credentials to APIs and 

servers wherever possible. It is worth nothing that storing sensitive information in the device’s external 

storage will make it “WORLD_READABLE”. This is very insecure and not recommended as security 

controls are not enforced and an attacker can easily gain access to the SD card by removing it from the 

phone [21].  

 

4.1.2  Encryption 

The use of encryption for data at rest will help to mitigate this risk. Hashing and encryption offer some 

protection in scenarios where user information will be stored or transmitted. By using a one-way 

cryptographic hashing algorithm to store information, it helps to protect the original data in a database 

from being obtained by an attacker [22]. A hashing algorithm takes an arbitrary piece of data and 

returns a “hash value”. For password verification this is very useful as it allows an application to verify a 

password without having to store it. When a user enters there login credentials into a login screen the 

password will be put through a hashing algorithm. If the hash value matches the one created when the 

user first registered their account they will be granted access. If an attacker steals the hash value and 

the hashing algorithm they would have to try many combinations in the algorithm before being able to 

determine the original password [23].  

In addition to hashing passwords and encryption data entering a database the developer can also 

encrypt the entire database. By default SQLite does not provide encryption services but there is an add-

on that does. SQLcipher is an extension for SQLite which offers AES 265-bit encryption to SQLite 

databases. [24] 
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4.1.3  File Location 

Android uses a number of storage options. We’ve already mentioned databases as one form of data 

storage but sensitive data can also be stored binary data stores, log files, xml manifest files and cookies 

stores. Binary data stores are commonly used by developers to hide user credentials and application 

data. These files are relatively trivial to identify and access. The XML manifest file is sometimes used for 

storage of sensitive information e.g. Hardware information and even credentials [25].  

App information often gets passed into logs which can then be accessed by attackers. When testing an 

app it is important to examine the log files for any sensitive user or app information. A developer may 

have accidently left the Android Debug Mode active after release and as a result secure information 

might be passed unintentionally into the logs. 

It is important to test the apps thoroughly for vulnerabilities and remove comments in the code which 

might compromise security. These should be checked for sensitive information and be removed if not 

required.  

 

4.1.4  File Permissions 

You should avoid using the MODE_WORLD_READABLE and MODE_WORLD_WRITEABLE mode wherever 

possible. By default internal storage can only be accessed by your app but you can change this by adding 

these settings. While this gives greater access to file storage it will automatically reduce your application 

security [26].  

Android sandboxes applications from each other by default for security reasons. Apps must be granted 

permissions in order to share resources and data. It is recommended that the minimum amount of 

permissions be granted as not having access of sensitive permissions will reduce the risk of inadvertently 

misusing those permissions [27].  

The FourGoats app used in the test cases requested permission to access several resources: 

 android.permission.SEND_SMS 

 android.permission.CALL_PHONE 

 android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 

 android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 

 android.permission.INTERNET 

 

While permissions are required for the app to function steps should be taken to ensure these 

permissions are not abused either by the app or a third party. In the case of the FourGoats app, the app 

is requesting permission to make phone calls which is not a requirement of the apps functionality. The 

app may try to use this for malicious purposes or be exploited by malware if the permission is not 

properly protected.  
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4.2 M3 - Insufficient Transport Layer Protection 
In M3 we demonstrated how easy it is for an attacker to eavesdrop on a network and capture sensitive 

user or app data when proper transport layer protection is not used. In this section we will discuss the 

risk to data in transit and the security measures which can be taken to reduce this risk.  

 

4.2.1  HTTPS and SSL/TLS 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is the successor to Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol and is used to 

securely transmit information over the internet. These protocols use certificates to authenticate client 

and server and transmit a symmetric key (session key) between both parties for the encryption of data 

sent over the network. In order for the certificates to be verified a Certificate Authority (CA) and Public 

Key Infrastructure (PKI) must be used.   

When there is a problem with the security certificate an exception (SSLHandshakeException) is thrown 

during the validation process. This might happen for three reasons [28]: 

1. The CA that issued the server certificate was unknown 
2. The server certificate wasn't signed by a CA, but was self signed 
3. The server configuration is missing an intermediate CA 

 

4.2.2  Validating certificates 

The app may have a fallback to transmit data in plaintext http in the event of a problem with certificate 

verification. This provides a work around for an attacker to perform a Man-In-The-Middle attack to 

bypass security. It is generally recommended never to ignore warnings and accept self-signed 

certificates and to only accept verified certificates before establishing a connection [29].  

It is important to implement SSL/TLS correctly in order for it to be effective. In 2012 researchers at the 

universities of Hannover and Marburg in Germany conducted an analysis of 13,500 apps and found that 

“1,074 (8.0%) of the apps examined contain SSL/TLS code that is potentially vulnerable to MITM 

attacks”[30]. The researcher managed to gather large amounts of sensitive data from some apps during 

the test.  

An example of how this can be implemented poorly was seen in the popular FourSquare app which sent 

authentication information in plaintext using an insecure authentication method (HTTP Basic Auth) even 

though secure methods where available [31].   

 

4.2.3  Certificate and Public Key Pinning 

Pinning is a function which can be used to increase transport layer security in an app. It works by the 

developer including a copy of the server’s x509 certificate inside the app. When the app connects to the 

http://developer.android.com/reference/javax/net/ssl/SSLHandshakeException.html
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server it first checks the server certificate and matches it with the one stored inside the app. If they are 

not the same the connection is not made [32].  This method only works when the server is known and 

the developer must find a way to update the certificate inside the app before it expires. 

 

4.2.4  Insecure Transport Mechanisms 

OWASP has released a list of mechanism which could affect the transport layer security. It that the app 

should be checked for the following code during development and testing:  

Source Code Function 

http://  Unauthenticated and unencrypted connection 
HttpURLConnection Unauthenticated and unencrypted connection 
URLConnection Unauthenticated and unencrypted connection 
URL Unauthenticated and unencrypted connection 
TrustAllSSLSocket-Factory Insecure 
AllTrustSSLSocketFactory,  Insecure 
NonValidatingSSLSocketFactor Insecure 

 
Table 4.1: List of insecure transports mechanisms 
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4.3 M5 - Poor Authorization and Authentication 
 

I’m M5 we demonstrate how poor security controls can lead to poor authorisation and authentication. 

These insecurities can appear both in the client, on the server and in transit. It must be presumed that 

the app is installed in a hostile environment and precautions must be taken wherever possible to 

authenticate the user and the user’s device while also providing a way to revoke sessions and change 

passwords in the event of an account compromise or a stolen device.  

 

4.3.1  Server-side Authenticating 

It is important to authenticate on the server side whenever possible as requests from the client app may 

be malicious and may be an attempt at unauthorised access to user accounts or an attack on the server. 

In order to authenticate the requests they must be associated with the user.  

OAuth offers a solution to authenticating the user. OAuth is a protocol which allows the user to 

authenticate by granting a token instead of using a login credentials. Each token grants access to a 

specific site for specific resources and for a defined duration [33]. OAuth helps to reduce unauthorised 

access as your credentials are not shared with the server making it more difficult for an attacker to gain 

access to your passwords.  

 

4.3.2  Hardware credentials 

As with any user credentials it is important that the user can change those credentials and revoke  a 

session if  needed. This is where the danger of using hardware based credentials comes in. We saw in 

the M5 test case of the Herd Financial app that the user can register their device ID and use it for 

persistent login. This allows the app to simply check the device ID on each login and authorize the user. 

If the device is stolen a malicious user will be able to access the users account without authenticating 

themselves. To fix this the user should be able to revoke access based on device ID which was not an 

option on the Herd Financial app. 

Using hardware credentials alone is insecure as these credentials are easily spoofed by an attacker. An 

example of insecure use of hardware credentials was seen in the popular WhatsApp messaging app in 

which user the devices own device ID, the IMEI number (UDID for Apple products) was used as the basis 

for a password. The app took the IMEI and passed it through MD5 hash. The IMEI can be accessed by 

anyone who has physical access to the phone by typing “*#06#” into the dial screen [34]. Hardware Ids 

alone should not be used for authentication as they can be easily stolen and spoofed. This was seen in 

2012 when a hacker group Antisec stole 12 million UDIDs from apple and posted 1 million of them 

online [35]. 
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4.3.3  Persistent authentication 

As demonstrated in the M2 - Insecure Data Storage test case the insecure storage of user credentials 

can leave a user account vulnerable to an attacker. An alternative to storing credentials on the device is 

to store a persistent cookie which employs a cryptographic string which can then be sent to the server 

for authentication over HTTPS 

Another method of secure persistent authentication would be to use public key authentication. The 

user’s credentials or session cookies could be stored on the phone and encrypted using the server’s 

public key. Using this method only the server would be able to read the credentials making it more 

difficult for the attacker if the phone is compromised.  

 

4.3.4  Password policy 

As mentioned in the demonstration, password policies help to enforce secure password implementation 

for users. There are several rules which if followed will help strengthen user passwords.  Here are some 

examples of password policy guidelines [36]: 

 The use of both upper- and lower-case letters  

 Inclusion of one or more numerical digits  

 Inclusion of special characters, e.g. @, #, $ etc.  

 Prohibition of words found in a dictionary or the user's personal information  

 Prohibition of passwords that match the format of calendar dates, license plate numbers, 

telephone numbers, or other common numbers prohibition of use of company name or an 

abbreviation 

There are different recommendations on the minimum length of passwords. 8 character passwords have 

been the standard minimum for many years but 12 characters is fast becoming the minimum for a 

strong password [37].  

Even with the increase in password strength passwords an inherently vulnerable due to password reuse. 

This was seen with the breach of Sony and a year later of Yahoo. The passwords were posted publicly on 

the internet for all to see. From the breach we learned that of the users who had accounts on both sites 

59%  of users had the same password in both cases even after the announcement of the breach [38].  
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4.4 M6 - Broken Cryptography 
 

4.4.1  Encoding, Obfuscation, Serialisation != Encryption 

As was demonstration in M6: Broken Cryptography, the use of encoding, obfuscation or serialisation is 

not a substitute for encryption.  

Obfuscation is security by obscurity and can be as simple as reversing the characters of a piece of data in 

order to make it unreadable. Obfuscation is only secure as long as the attacker cannot deduce how the 

data was obfuscated and reverse the process. This is different to encryption in which a key is used in the 

encryption process and the data will not be decipherable by an attacker as long as the key is secure [39].  

Encoding is often misused to secure data but it is intended to be used as a means of converting data into 

a different format so that it can be made readable by another system/process e.g. Binary, Hex, ANSI, 

URL Encoding [40].      

Serialisation is the process of converting data into a format that can be stored or transmitted and can be 

de-serialised later by the same or another computer environment.  

 

4.4.2  Code encryption 

Encryption can be used to protect the entire app or just key class files within the app from being 

decompiled. If the app uses encryption to protect passwords or sensitive information it is trivial for the 

attacker to bypass this encryption if they can decompile the app. For this reason encrypting the binary 

itself offers additional security against attacks and code theft. We discuss this in more detail in the M10 

– Lack of Binary Protection results. 

 

4.4.3  Poor Key management 
The mishandling of keys can undermine the best security controls. Key management is important and 

there are several common mistakes which lead increased risk to the app. In the M10 - Lack of Binary 

Protections test case we demonstrated how an attacker could decompile an app and through this reveal 

security weaknesses in the code. In the FourGoats app the developer placed a secret backdoor into the 

app within the code which was easily found once the app is decompiled.  

The hard coding of encryption keys in a similar mistake which make decryption of encrypted data easy 

for an attacker. It is important to keep keys secure and separate them from the encrypted data. This 

mistake was seen in the WhatsApp messaging app which contained an AES-192 encrypted SQLite 

database which it used to keep logs of incoming and outgoing calls. The database was encrypted using a 

static, hard-coded key which was the same for every device using the app. In order to perform the 

attack the phone must be jailbroken/rooted [41].  

http://www.lockergnome.com/it/2011/08/26/obfuscation-vs-encryption-keeping-your-data-safe/
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4.4.4  Custom/Poorly Implemented Algorithms  

It is generally advised against to use custom or altered cryptographic algorithms which are not tried and 

tested. Even the best engineers from well known companies making huge efforts are no guarantee that 

the algorithm is secure [42]. Custom crypto may be used for a simple function like the creation of 

session tokens for authorisation and to the developer they may seem secure but too an attacker they 

are far easier to break than a trusted algorithm which has been put through years of testing and trials.  
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4.5 M9 - Improper Session Handling 
 

In M9 we demonstrated example of improper session handling. One thing that seems to arise from 

testing is the compromise of security over convenience and usability for the user. This is due in part to 

the usability of the mobile interface and the inconvenience of retyping a lengthy password on each 

login. OWASP make these recommendations for timeout lengths [43]: 

 5 minutes for high-value applications (e.g. Banking apps) 

 10 minutes for medium value applications (e.g. Shopping apps) 

 20 minutes for low risk applications. (e.g. Social Media apps) 

 

4.5.1  Session Timeouts 

Timeouts make the window of opportunity for an attacker smaller by putting a time limit on the validity 

of a session. If the attacker manages to hijack a session that session will only remain valid before the 

timeout is reached. In addition to time out length the session should also be tied to the device using 

hardware ID’s to prevent session hijacking. Although hardware IDs can be spoofed this just adds an extra 

layer of protection, increasing the difficulty for an attacker. 

 

4.5.2  Secure Tokens 
As was demonstrated in the Herd Financial app, the session token is transmitted over the network 

unencrypted making it an easy target for an attacker who are eavesdropping on network traffic. Session 

tokens must be encrypted to prevent session hijacking. It is relatively trivial for an attacker to hijack a 

session if the session ID is capture as was demonstrated by the Firesheep extension for Mozilla Firefox. 

Firesheep was built to demonstrate the level of vulnerability in the implementation of session tokens in 

some of the most popular websites such as Facebook, Twitter & YouTube. Once launched, Firesheep 

would listen in on network traffic for unencrypted session tokens then display them to the attacker. The 

attacker need only select the session on the browser to hijack it. Shortly after its release these sites 

upgraded their session security to mitigate the vulnerability. Many of these sites tackled the problem by 

offering HTTPS only versions of their sites and phased out the unencrypted HTTP. [44] 

As was mentioned in M6 – Broken Cryptography developers can sometimes develop custom algorithms 

for session token which can be easily broken by a skilled attacker. It is important to use tried and tested, 

and well implemented cryptography methods. It is also important the session tokens have a high level of 

entropy making them more difficult to crack for an attacker.  
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4.5.3  Session Destruction 

With the treat of the user having their device stolen it is important for not only short session timeouts 

but also for the user to have the ability to revoke a session. In the Herd Financial demonstration we say 

that the app allowed users to create session but it did not offer any way for users to revoke those 

sessions. With an unlimited session length this leave user session vulnerable if the device is stolen. For 

high value app sessions should be destroyed on logout and idle timeouts should be set to short periods 

of time. Timeout rules must be enforced on the server-side to be effective [45].  
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4.6 M10 - Lack of Binary Protection 
 

In M10 we demonstrated how easily an attacker could decompile an APK (Android application install 

package), the result of which can lead to code theft, exposure of vulnerabilities and the undermining of 

security controls put in place by the developer. Once the attacker understands how the application 

works the task of attacking it is made much easier. In order to tackle this problem binary protection can 

be put in place to make the job of decompiling the app much harder. Some of these techniques were 

mentioned briefly in M6 – Broken Cryptography but we will mention them here in more detail.  

 

4.6.1  Isolate Java program 

The easiest way for a developer to protect key files in an app is to not include them. Instead of including 

the code within the app the developer could store the data online in a server environment allowing the 

app to interact with it under strict security controls. This protects the code as the attacker cannot get 

their hands on it in the first place. This method may not work for every app as some code of value may 

be required to be on the user’s device or for offline use but for apps of high value such as banking apps 

it is an important consideration during the development process.  

 

4.6.2  Encrypt Class Files 

Encrypting the sensitive Java class files or the entire app is another option for developers. When the 

class are initialised they are decrypted either by hardware or software and loaded into the Java Virtual 

Machine. Key management and implementation are important to ensure the encryption is not broken 

by the attacker.  

 

4.6.3  Code Obfuscation 

As mentioned in M6 – Broken Cryptography, obfuscation is not encryption but it does play a part in 

binary protection. Code obfuscating reorganises the code so that it is still machine readable but difficult 

to decompile. The code operates in the same way but if the attacker manages to decompile the app it 

will not make sense and be very difficult to read.  

While all of these methods help to make it more difficult for an attacker to decompile an app there is no 

way to guarantee 100% binary protection.   
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5 Conclusions  
 

In this report we posed the question “How can the risks specified in the OWASP - Top 10 Mobile Risks be 
exploited in mobile applications and what measures can be taken to mitigate these risks?” We examined 
6 Risks from the Top 10 list and demonstrated how easily they can be exploited. Each risk was examined 
in detail and a practical example of how the risk can affect an app/user was shown. From this we 
learned that risks do not occur as a result of weak operating system security but are due to the lack of 
security awareness on the part of the developer and lack of security controls in the development and 
design process. Many of the risks covered simple issues which could have been easily avoided given the 
correct security process were in place during the development and testing phases.  

For the second part of the question, “What measures can be taken to mitigate these risks”, we 

examined each risk in more details and made recommendations on how to mitigate these risk. There are 

a wide range of tools, resources and best practice recommendations available to help with the secure 

development of applications and it is up to the development team to properly implement these security 

best practices. Many of the recommendations are common sense for developers but due to time 

constraints and demanding deadlines many of these can be overlooked or purposely ignored. While not 

all apps are high valued such as banking apps even low valued apps pose risks to the user, their data and 

their device and the organisation developing the app has an ethical responsibility to ensure their 

software is secure and poses no risks to the user.  

The purpose of this report was to review Android mobile applications from a security perspective and to 

assess the most common security risks to these apps. In this report we examined 6 of the Top 10 risks to 

show how easily these risks can occur and be avoided. Through research and experimentation we were 

able to successfully examine these risks and presented recommendations based on the nature of the 

risks to help mitigate the problem. The goal of this report is to help raise awareness of Android app 

security risks and vulnerabilities but also to build on the existing OWASP Mobile Security Top 10 Risks 

project. 

Future work in this area could help to improve security awareness and possibly contribute to the 

improvement of Android Security. Future work could include the development of a more up-to-date 

security training app, tutorials, educational resources, Secure software development life cycle and 

online courses based on various mobile platforms. The area of mobile security is broad and like the 

mobile industry it is changing fast with the release of new operating systems and devices regularly. As 

many app developers have little training in the area of security, freely available and comprehensive 

training courses and resources would go far to helping improving the state of mobile app security.   
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Appendices 

 

1 Android SDK Setup 
 

The following instructions were taken from the Android Developer website 

https://developer.android.com 

Downloading 
The Android SDK is freely available through the Android developer website: 

https://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html#ExistingIDE 

The SDK contains the following software resources: 

 Eclipse + ADT plugin 

 Android SDK Tools 

 Android Platform-tools 

 The latest Android platform 

 The latest Android system image for the emulator 

 

Setup SDK 

1. Unpack the ZIP file (named adt-bundle-<os_platform>.zip) and save it to an appropriate 

location, such as a "Development" directory in your home directory. 

2. Open the adt-bundle-<os_platform>/eclipse/ directory and launch eclipse. 

 

Setup Emulator 
1. Inside the SDK installation directory select and launch the “AVD Manager.exe” (Android Virtual 

Device manager). 

2. Select “New” on the right hand side of the manager and fill in the following specifications: 

o Name: “Test Device” 

o Target: Android 2.3.3 – API Level 10 

o Keyboard: Check “Hardware keyboard present” 

o Skin: “Skin with dynamic hardware controls” 

o RAM: 768 

o VM Heap: 16 

o Internal Storage: 200 

o SD Card: 100 

3. Press “OK” 

https://developer.android.com/
https://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html#ExistingIDE
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2 Burp Suite (Proxy) Setup 
 

Portswigger – Burp Suite free edition is available through the portswigger website: 

http://www.portswigger.net/burp/downloadfree.html 

These setup instructions were taken and adapted from an article on Android Application Penetration 

Testing found on the InfoSecInstitute website: http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/ 

 

Setup 

 

1. Run the installation file and launch the application.  

2. Setup Pro listeners. This tells Burp Suite which IP addresses to listen to. In this case we are 

listening to the same IP that Burp Suite is installed on. Go to the Proxy setting tab: Proxy > 

Options > Proxy Listeners > Edit > Binding select “Specific address”. 

3. Connect Burp Proxy inside the Android Virtual Device (AVD) we previously created “Test 

Device”. Go to: Settings > Wireless and networks > more > VPN > Mobile networks > Access 

Point Names > Select the default APN of the device and Edit Access point. Set the Proxy and Port 

to the IP address of the test computer and the Port Burp Suite has been set to listen to (Default 

8080). 

4. To test the setup, launch the Browser in the AVD and go to https://www.google.se. If the 

settings are correct Burp Suite will display an Intercepted GET packet sent from the AVD to 

Google.se.  

 

Install Burp Suite Certificate 

When the AVD Browser tries to communicate with Google a security warning will appear saying “There 

are problems with the security certificate for this site”. This is to notify us that the connection is 

untrusted. For the purpose of testing our apps we wish to avoid this notification. To do so we install the 

Burp Suite security certificate on the AVD. First we must download the Burp Suite Certificate.  

Using your web browser, in this case Firefox, setup a proxy and direct traffic to Burp Suite. 

1. In Firefox: Tools > Options > Network > Settings > Manual Proxy configuration 

 HTTP Proxy: [The IP of this machine] 

 Port: The port Burp Suite is listening to.  

2. Browse to https://www.google.se, when prompted about the untrusted connection click on 

“Add Exception” and then go to “View”. Select the “PortSwigger CA” and export it to save it to 

the test system PC. 

http://www.portswigger.net/burp/downloadfree.html
http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/android-application-penetration-testing-setting-certificate-installation-goatdroid-installation/
https://www.google.se/
https://www.google.se/
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3. Using the adb shell we will push the certificate to the AVD device. Ensure the AVD is running. Go 

to the command line on the test PC and use the following commands: 

C:/[path to directory of cert]/adb push PortSwiggerCA.crt  /storage/sdcard 

This will transfer the cert to the device. To install the cert on the device Go to: 

 Settings > Security > Install from SD card 

To verify the cert installed correctly Go to Settings > Security > Trusted Credentials. Select the 

“User” tab and the cert will be displayed.  

 

3 GoatDroid Project Setup 
 

Information on the GoatDroid Project can be found on the OWASP website: 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Projects/OWASP_GoatDroid_Project 

The latest version of GoatDroid can be found on GitHub. The current version of GoatDroid is v0.9: 

https://github.com/jackMannino/OWASP-GoatDroid-Project/downloads 

 

Installation and Setup 

1. Download the GoatdDroid file and extract it to your project folder. Once extracted launch the 

“goatdroid-0.9.jar” file and click on the Configure.  

2. The SDK and AVD path information and click “Update Settings” 

3. In the left pane select the app you wish to install, then in the right pane select push app to 

device. Do this for both apps: FoFoutGoats Herd Financial. 

4. One the apps are successfully installed click “Start Web Service” to launch the server for the 

apps.  

5. Open the AVD and configure each app. Do so by selecting “Destination Info” and entering the IP 

address of the test machine, leave the default port at 9888. Then enter the proxy details for 

Burp Suite into Proxy IP and Proxy port (It should be the same IP address and port 8080). 

6. Log into the test account with  

Username: “goatdroid” 

Password: “goatdroid”  

  

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Projects/OWASP_GoatDroid_Project
https://github.com/jackMannino/OWASP-GoatDroid-Project/downloads
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4 APKTool Setup 
 

Apktool is “a tool for reverse engineering 3rd party, closed, binary Android apps.” 

Installation files and instructions are available through the project website: 

https://code.google.com/p/android-apktool/ 

1. Download Windows wrapper scripts: 
https://github.com/iBotPeaches/Apktool/blob/master/scripts/windows/apktool.bat  

2. Download apktool-2  
3. Unpack both to your Windows directory  
4. Launch apktool.bat 

 

  

https://code.google.com/p/android-apktool/
https://github.com/iBotPeaches/Apktool/blob/master/scripts/windows/apktool.bat
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